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Part I. General Consideration of Cavitation:

C 1. Prefaoe; 2. On the Ooourrnee of Very Low k essures
In Fluids; 3. The Behavior of Water at Low Pressures.

i-art II. Tests on the Origin and Develoment of Cavitation:

1. ~reface; 2. Teats in Closed Channels; 3j Tests on
IHydrofoils; 4. Tests on a Sphere.

+ART III. Theoretioal Considerations:

1. ireft~oe; 2. Velooty of sound in theo ubbleo Lixture;5. The diret Condoasation Impat; 4. Jtructure of the
1lane Jondensation iampaot; 5. Condensation Impact in
Jhannels; 6. The .ostruotive Action of sreasure Loads
of Jhort Duration.

iart I. General Conalde rations on Gavitation.

1. Frefaoe:

In toohnioal flow-theory, it is in gele-ral permissible

to troeat water and most drop-formin. fluids as inoompressible.

:ven at the hii ;hest pressures ooourriru (of the order of ma,-

nitudo of 1000 a - water oolumn; the density of water is only

inoro sed about 0U5 per cent. *hilo at hi jh pressure surprises

are Lardly to be expected, in the re.:ion of low pressures an

important 11 it is met, namely, the sturation pressure of the

vapor. If the pressure decreases to this value duria the

Q prooess of flow, the fluid loaos its homo-_eeity anL. beoones

a mixture of the lilquid and gaseous phases, the latter of which

c ---- ----- - I



generally oonsists of a mixture of various ases. This one

speaks of as oavitation 1 .

C It is soaroely to be assumed that from the p:y Aoal

point of view thi complicated phenomena predicted would be

investiGated with espoial interest, and in faot, the problem

of oavitation, in spite of its fundamental nature beinm known,

has been surprisingly negleooted.

Only teohnical requirenents forced the engineer to give

it his attertion some 4J years ago; today, however, the situ-

ation is already such t.at the orvitation approoiably influences

the design of hydraullo maohines and determines the lirmit of

technical practioability.

'Trbins have been built for more than a hundred years,

but the struggle to build machines that would run at the highest

possible speed first unoovered the difltoulties of oavitation;

likewise the introduction or steam turbines on ships had pre-

viously brought the unpleasant surprise of partioularly great

oavitation at Increased r.p.m. of the propeller.

Gavitation alost always inoreases the lomsee, impairs

the efflienoy, and diminishee the effective energy. There

(1 )~ren preceding the vaportiation at luw pressure, the dissolved
gases are liberated (remry 'a Law ), however, in general, the
Ulpantity is not large compared to the quantity of vapor set
ree when the vapor pressure is reached. An irpottant exoep-

tion, to be sure, Is to be made for water containin ' large
C quatities of earbon dioxide.

1- 1 i I
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oan ocour, in adoitlon, pertioularly undesirable effoots, namly

the dreaded eorroalon, that is, the oorroslon of spong appear-

ano whoich very often at first appears incomprehensively severe

and even today iso not completely *xplained.

The following work has the primary object to describe, as

accourately as possible, the eavitation in water and then to

attempt to explain the observations in as rational a manner as

possible. It is therefore of an exprimental as well as of a

mathematioal tature. In view of the tumultuous behavior of all

cavitation penaomena it is obviously only pojsible to use aver-

age values in the oulaulation; furtherrore it will probably be

neoessary to always arrange the many sinultanously aeting in-

fluenoes, as hat c'nduotion, oapillarity, rlotiou,, oondensa-

tion, difftsion, etao, aooording to their aotivity and to take

into aooount only the largest terms. ,ven so, the problem is

sufficiently oompl at ed mathematically.

These investigations, as yet only preliminary tests,

were, for external reasons, extended over several years.

The preliminary tests, which have been reportad ii a

brief note(2), were carried out at the Institute fiir ancewandto

(2) "yNraulisoAe Vrobleme ",Leotures at tiLe 'iydraulics 'oeting
in 13ttingen, 1925. 'ublished by VD, Berlin, 1926, p 101.
elative to Gavitation are t~ con r butions of *. Fottinger,

C D. Thoa, W. Wagenbach, L. ;ohilllhansl, J. Aekeret and others.
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Mechanik at Gottingen. They served to give information for the

construction of a larger cavitation-testing apparatus which was

built at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute fGr Stromungsforschung,

Gbttingen, and with which these first results were obtained.

I am obliged to thank Prof. L. Prandtl for friendly

counsel and also Prof. A. Betz for many suggestions.

2. On the Occurrence of Very Low Pressures in Fluids.

Let us consider first a vortex-free fluid motion.

There exists, accordingly, a velocity potential 0. For incom-

pressible fluids the pressure equation (3) reads:

P =po--~C -Q t

where

c= V 2 ' V2 W2 = the velocity

t=y/g = the density

p = the absolute pressure

For steady flow Equation (1) reduces to Bernoulli's

equation

p C2 (la)
P = PO1- 2

Thus at a given point we have the velocity

C =1 (2)

(3) H. Lamb, Hydrodynamics

- --
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and when p becomes equal to zero, cavitation begins. Actually

it begins at smaller velocities, since, at the lowering of the

C pressure, the dissolved gases become free and on reaching the

vapor pressure the liquid begins to boil.

The term q-0 in Equation (1) is of significance for

non-steady processes. Let us consider for example, Figure 1, a

horizontal conduit with a piston which moves non-uniformly to

the right with the momentary velocity u and sucks fluid from the

large container at the left. The pressure at the height of the

piston axis is po = B+ gh (B = barometer reading, g = accel-

eration of gravity) and if x is the abscissa of the piston motion,

then we have

and for a certain instant of time

, ==u x

in which x is measured from the beginning of the tube. The

origin A, strictly, lies somewhat in front of the beginning of

the cylindrical section; however, we here disregard an accurate

orifice correction.

Therefore, at the position x

61 du
-t dt u

and the non-steady pressure constituent

du

c

s

- I' I
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This pressure component diminishes linearly, and the total pres-

C sure can easily drop to zero even for small accelerations if only

x is sufficiently large.

If the fluid motion is not free from vortices, then

Equation (la) is valid only for the case of a single vortex fila-

ment and not for the entire fluid mass. Also, in the case of tur-

bulent flow, the pressure varies. rapidly in a non-uniform manner

with the place and time. If only mean values of the flow quan-

tities are introduced in the equations of motion, then, accord-

ingly, the lowest absolute pressures (which must be known for

the evaluation of cavitation danger) are not obtained, but higher

pressures (4). It is of interest to know this pressure difference

if only approximately, since we especially have to do with tur-

bulent flow in technical problems. We assume, by way of example,

a linear flow of velocity U to be superimposed on a turbulent

motion which consists of single vortices rotating in the same

direction, Figure 2; the vortex axes to be arranged in a square

lattice of mesh--width 21; the motion to describe circles; and

the wedges remaining to be at rest relative to an observer moving

with the velocity U. Let the velocity c be distributed para-

bolically.

If we let r/1 = x , then c = 4 c.. ( - 2).

(4) R.v. uises, incidentally, has referred to this.

C

- I Lrl ~---- ~p
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C Further the equation for the rotation is easily

derived

dp c dp c2
dpr or also d-- -dr r dx x

By integration we get the pressure difference between

the center of the vortex (pl) and the periphery (p2)
4

Ps Pi gCmax. (3)

Naturally our assumptions are fairly arbitrary; nevertheless,

the order of magnitude of the pressure differences is likely

to be correct, especially since we need to make no assumptions

regarding the length I. Now only few data are available for

,max . From the measurements of Burgers, one can take the value
C

of a , for a particular case, to be around 0.05. From thisU
one can calculate at once a relatively unimportant decrease in

pressure, namely,

2 x 4/3 x 0.052 = 1/150 of the velocity head 1
2g

In very strongly eddying dead water (Karman-vortex)

the relative velocity changes are indeed much greater; there,

the lowest pressures must be sought in the violently rotating

vortices. Moreover, this has been confirmed by experiment

(see Section 4).

Cavitation occurs very easily in the large eddies which

--

r I ---- 1- --
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leave the ends of airfoils, tips of ship propellers, the vanes

of rapidly moving water turbines (the so-called split cavita-

tion) and from the bosses of propellers and turbines. Flamm (5)

has already published stereoscopic pictures of these vortices.

For the vortex from an airfoil, Prandtl (6) gives as

the distance I =- b where b is the span, and as the radius of
4 1

the vortex core r, = 9
9,16

We disregard the generally small individual motion

of the vortex to find as the pressure on the inside of the core

e 2  Q 1o2 1'o2e - Q- pa 0

2 4 2 r1 2 4 n r 4 n2 r,2

if ro is the circulation of the marginal vortices and Pa the

pressure at a great distance from the airfoil.

From the above adduced value of Prandtl one obtains

p, - p V 3,41.

If, according to the theory of Kutta-Joukowski, one writes

for FO

2

4
in which Ca~= ca, Ca being the lift coefficient (7), U the

(5) 0. Flamm, "Die Schiffsschraube und ihre Wirkung auf das

Wasser," Munich and Berlin, 1909.

C (6) L. Prandtl, Gottinger Nachr. Math. phys. Klasse 1918, p. 107.

(7) Ergebnisse der aerodynamischen Versuchsanstalt zu GSttingen,
Part 1, Munich and Berlin, 1921, p. 32.

I ~ I I In
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velocity of the foil relative to the water, and t the chord of

C the foil measured in the direction of flow (in turbines the

vane length). One obtains ultimately

Pa -- p t2

/, U2 = c2 .- 1,705 (4)

in which cao refers to the mid-section of the foil (elliptic

loading). Equation (9) defines ca.

The value of ca, found in practice is 0.80 and

t/b = 1/3; so

Pa - P
Q/U2 0,12.

e/2 U 2

In turbines the marginal vortex occurs as a split vor-

tex. However, one cannot estimate the split-cavitation on the

basis of the above formula without something additional, since

vortex strength varies and we can scarcely disregard the inher-

ent motion of the vortices. Nevertheless, Equation (4) yields

numerical values which agree to a certain extent with those

found on the turbine-cavitation testing stand.

In the boss-eddies it is not always evaporation which

produces cavitation. Also, at essentially higher pressures than

that of vapor saturation, air is liberated and, in which case,

the counter-flow to the boss hinders the washing away of the air.

Furthermore, all otherwise occurring bubbles are carried to the

interior by centrifugal action. Since the empty spaces remain

C

II I I- _
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there is sufficient time for the liberation of the dissolved gas.

C In the boundary layers, to 
a sufficient approximation,

the pressure prevailing is that of the neighboring undisturbed

flow. Particles lying sufficiently deep in the boundary layer

remain in the zones of low pressure, however, a proportionately

much longer time than in the outer flow so that the air is sep-

arated more readily and the vapor more actively formed. It

appears, therefore, not unlikely that cavitation is not hindered

by the partial removal (by suction) of the boundary layer but

is weakened in its action. No tests on this are available as

yet.

In cases of vortex-free flow, which are known to be

approximately realized by a suitably formed body placed in the

flow, the following law of Kirchoff and W. Thomson plays an

important role:

"If the fluid motion is vortex-free, the lowest pres-

sure (highest velocity) is always found somewhere on the bound-

ing walls and not on the inside of the fluid."

Kirchoff (8) has given the proof briefly and generally:

Since for constant )

682  2  a 2

X 2 + -- + a 0

(8) G. Kirchhoff, Vorlesungen Uber Mechanik, 1876, p. 186;

H. Lamb, Hydrodynamics.

-- --- L_ ,,
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C thus 0 can have a maximum or minimum nowhere on the inter-

ior of a fluid according to a well-known law of function

theory. But also has the same properties. There are,ax a.
accordingly, always points of greater in the neighbor-

hood of a point P and as one easily further concludes, of

greater velocity, that is, lower pressure. The lowest

pressure must accordingly occur somewhere on the boundary.

By the following more cumbersome, but less formal

considerations, one can make plausible this important law.

Let us assume, Figure 3, at a point P there is a

steady streamline. We now set up the x, y, z-axes, in which

x indicates the direction of flow; then u=cp, v=-O, w--=O

We must now prove the following assertion:

There is always at least one point in the neighbor-

hood of P, where u > cp. There v and w will, in general,

be different from zero, so that c =Z/uJ/ 2 v 2W2 is

even still greater than at P. Let us write u - cp = 6u ;

we must show that 6u has positive values in the neighbor-

hood of the point P. We surround P with the parallel-

opiped ABCDEFGH which is thin in the direction of flow.

If 6u were now everywhere negative, the law accordingly

invalid, then this would mean that besides the principal

flow, through the two sides ABCD and EFGH there is fluid

flowing in the negative direction. Then it is, however,

impossible for AU to be equal to zero at P, as one perceives

*C~- l
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if he represents the flow liberated by cp by appropriately

C distributed sources and sinks on ABCD and EFGH, as is known

to be possible for vortex-free flow. In order to obtain

du = 0 at P, either we would have to place sinks at EFGH

or the sources at ABCD, accordingly, 6b must be positive

at least in a few points.

Thus we have to expect the occurrence of cavita-

tion on bodies in a flowing fluid, especially at places of

great convexity of the wallS, as for example, on the suction

side of wings (9).

This conclusion is very beautifully confirmed by

the tests, with the abovenamed important exception - bodies

with blunt rears and correspondingly strong vortex formation

(spheres, cylinders), for which, the cavitation first appears

in the core of the vortex leaving the body.

(9) Considering the large head used in recent water power

plants, one perceives that even relatively small local

excess-velocities can give rise to cavitation. In a fall

of 1680 m (at Fully in Wallis) there arises a zero pressure

even in the neighborhood of the free stream nozzle-orifice,

if the velocity locally exceeds the discharge velocity

(177 m/sec) by 0.3 per cent. Such high pressure nozzles

must therefore always be constructed with large convergence

so that pressure, on approaching the openings, decreases

gradually to atmospheric pressure.

C

Mft
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C 3. The Behavior of Water at Low Pressures:

As already mentioned, on lowering the pressure,

the dissolved gases are first given off (especially at the

solid walls); when the saturation pressure is reached the

true boiling begins with bubble formation.

In van der Weal's diagram of state, Figure 4,

this procedure corresponds to a motion from A to B, etc.

(By appropriate addition or removal of heat, as the case

may be, the isothermy will be provided). Normally, ebul-

lition begins at B. It has however been shown that B carn

be overstepped in the direction of C. For this, the

purest possible gas-free liquid in perfectly clean vessels

is required. This subject J. Meyer has treated in detail

(10). He succeeded, not only in reaching a zero pressure

but beyond that, to produce in the liquid a tension ,.

For distilled water he obtained a, = -3.40 atmospheres;

for ethyl ether -72.0 atmospheres; these numbers are not

to be considered as natural limits since the greatest

negative pressure depended very much upon chance.

Using the reduced van der Weal's equation

+ 32 (3T- 1) = 8&

7rT= reduced pressure, p = reduced volume, 0 = reduced

temperature, one obtains for the pressure minimum C (Figure 4)

(10) J. Meyer, Abh. d. deutsch. Bunsen-Ges., Halle 1911, *o. 6

~I I, I II I r,
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from the equation

c3  (83(pc- 1)2 89 1J 32_k_5
--= ; pc=( 3  - 2 ) pk (5)

4. (3 c- 1 c

by the assumption of the critical constants

Tk = 647 O abs. pk = 224,2 kg/cm 2 abs.

the following values:

t- 18* aZ = - 1075 kg/cm 2

5050 =- 900

82 -- 710

These numbers are considerably greater than those

found by Meyer. It may be assumed, therefore, that the

maximum tension may be considerably greater than around

30 kg/cm 2 , even though the reduced equation of state for

water be considered of little reliability.

The rupture strength can also be considered from

another point of view. Let us imagine extremely small

particles floating in the fluid or projecting from the

bounding walls. They can perhaps be characterized by the

radius r. One knows that the rupture, Just as the boil-

ing, sets in principally on such particles or projections.*

Considering now that in this case the rupture consists of

the separation of the water from the surface of the par-

ticles and that the bubble so generated grows; thus a

knowledge of the radius gives a relation for the greatest

C negative pressure. It is namely, if a is the

* See footnote on page 13.

I I --- Il i
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aree tmne Lo, ead p the aeative Peatuze:

C 9 n r ' n =:7 .l)

p -- or rT-
r P

Tking =2 a- 72 and, after eyer, 30 • 10

dynef/Mf , one obtaine r -0- 5 m etoordingly, lot

us say, an ultra-oerosoopio particle. "XTe v.porJ p-ressre

pays no essntsal role. One can terefore introduce for con-

Sideration the amall imsl-ities as cuse for the ruptre at

relatively small tensions.

These oonsiderations are of sinlficanoe in regard to

the following points: Even though it is true that all teohnioal

water oontains s muoh dlssolved pas and impurities, tha it t al-

ways ruptures with bubble fornation in normal "statisal tensalo

tests, it is, on the other hand, notexolude4, that for the rup-

ture a duration of tine is neessary, whioh in many practial

eUM ito not reached.

In the tests of Bauer, to be desotibed later, for exam-

ple, the water flowing by a sphere Is only under low pressure

approximately 0.6 x 1005 seconds, the water in the boundary

layer indeed longer. It would not be very surprising if, in

this oase, tensiov had already ooourreO even though in aomwar-

atively small d gree.

I y tests have as yet givra no criterion in this diree-

tion.

'I III
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PART II. TESTS on the ORIGIN and DEVELOPMENT

C of CAVITATION

1. Preface

The tests here described were carried out at the

Kaiser Wilhelm Institut fnr Stromungsforschung, Gbttingen.

They had primarily the object of collecting the information

on the subject, which even at the inception of the investiga-

tions, 1926-1927, was very scant. It may well be that in

individual progressive industrial plants more was known on

the subject; however, it had not been published. (11)

Tests with closed channels, hydrofoils (such as

are used for ship propellers and water turbines) and with

resistance bodies (spheres and cylinders) were undertaken.

It became evident that the observed cavitations exhibit

many common traits. I am therefore deviating from the order

in which the tests were made in order to give a more system-

atic description.

(11) Professor Dubs has advised me that as early as 1908
he had made tests with a- convergent-divergent nozzle, and
in this connection, mentioned a publication of Camerer,
Dingler's polytechn. Journ. 1902, p. 677. The results of
his pressure measurements are similar to those described
in Section 2, part II. See also Camerer, Vorlesungen uber
Wasserkraftmasch., Leipzig and Berlin, Second Edition,
1924, p. 51.

I '- --- _ - I II II II I _ -r
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2. Tests with Olosed GhlAnnls.

A oonwrg t-diverwent channel presents a Good opportun-

ity for the production and observation of oavitation in a simple

maneMr. Aocording to eranoull1's equation the lowest pressure

ocours (and there with the oavitation) in the narrowest part of

the channel, and, as a matter of ftat, on the walls as specified

by Kirbboff's prinoiple.

Oalling the absolute pressure in the container from which

the water flow, p, the outsiAd preemre (barometrio height!) p2 .

the pressure in the narrowest ers -,-etion Jp, then

P1- Pm = Q/2 (,,n12

for flow without loss, Whoih i. appro miated wry olosely for

aotual fluldasaine the losses for an aoelerated flow are mall.

In the adjacent dlvergent part of the snal where the kintio

energy is oonverted bk into potential energy (diffusor astion)

the loss is essentially greater.

The ressure rise is

P2 - P2 = i (I,,P  - f))

where is the ooefficient of diffusor action.

The oavitation sete in at aall p3 (of the order of mag-

nitude of the wapor pressure sorrespondinc to the temperature)

Slnoe PmO 0,

I - -". {(, (1-- ) " (7)

II ~- I I - 13 - I - -I-
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and aminee wV is aall

C and with Pt (/2 m'

P- P . (8)

Since p2 ; 10 nm(water oolumn), 0,7, we need only
to use approximately 4.3 am exess pressure in order to obtain

oavitation. In faot one san effeet oavitation by means of the

domestio water supply.

In preliminary tests on a aoszle with flat side walls(12)
which is shown in the lower part of Fig. 5, the pressure distri-

bution ourves plotted here were obtained. Measurements of the

pressure were made by borings 0. 5 a in diameter on one of the

curved aides of the nozzle. The water flows from a reservoir

through the nozzle and through a plate diffusor inserted at the

rear of the nozXle, out into the open. The reservoir pressure

is progressively increased, whereby, at the same time, the quan-

tity flowing through the nozzle is raised. Thiisis measured di-

reotly by means of a reotangular receiver as well as indirectly

by the pressure fall from the reservoir to the narrowest section

with good agreement. The barometrio height was 750.5 nn (3g.
column), the water temperature 10.40 C, and the corresponding

See footnote No. 2, page

I
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vapor pressure 9.2 m Hg. At 11.0 A/sec. mean velocity at

S the narrowest section the pressure in the dilated part of the

nozzle (flow from left to right) *till risese normall as it

does likewise at 13.1 a/aSc In ontrast to this, at

4 w 14,4 /see, a oleer deviation is to be noted In that,

fron now on, the pressure-ourve behind the presure st alnmm is

very flat and then risea very abruptly. On further inaress of

the velocity the assent moves to ~he right, sO that, r bw p

at 15 m/seo, it has anished ooplete~ y fre the enge of pRas-

sure measlurent, so that behi d the mrrowest seot Sn there

prevails an almost oanstant presure. Thee is searoely any

doubt that cavitation taas place; for the lows t measured

pressure, ith In the limits of error, lies in the region of

vsper saturation pressure.

It vary soon is evident that this behavior is entirely

typical and reoocurs correspondingly also in the oase of air-

foils, eto.

One can see throg-h a glass- window that at 1.0 or

13.1 m/se., as the ease nay be, the fluid is olear, utt at

14.4 or 15.0 m/soo. a band of white froth forms on the side

walls of the noszle. It extends, as s quickly noted, ewotly

as far as low pressure prevails; la the region of presswe In-

orease this band vanishes.

1 ~ I ~l~r~i~- I --- C- ---
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The phenOMeMare not skted and the meroury manometer

C osoillates irreularly. obove all, the beginning of the sepa-

ration is not fixed in position and varies irregularly. In

this ar in suooesasive test the simple expedient was used of

soldering wires 0.2 m thlok on the two side walls Imaediately

before the narrowest seotion. The toa formation ooourred then

with :reater certainty at that point and the whole phenamenon re-

mained farmore steady. To be sure, the point at which the bub-

bles vanish and, aooordingly, the pressure increases, is never

accurately fixed, so that the collective pressure readings rep-

resent only average values.

Frmn these first tests one suspecta that the disappear-

anoe of the bubbles and the related pressure Jump forms an anal-

ogy to the steady condensation Impaot of Riemann-.todola. )

The primary purpose of furier tests was the proof of these sup-

positions.

Then a new testing apparatus, Fig. 6, was built whioh

differed from the first chiefly in that ta dlmeansions were

ohanged lIth regard to facilities for taking photographs and

moving pietures (relatively thin water layer).

It consists of a onvorgent-divergent ohannel with two

flat boundary walla, the other walls woere ade with the least

C - - - - t-l P i e- - - - - - - - - - - - -

1 . Stoala Die Dapft .sbn=, Fourth -dition, Berlin,
1910, p. 76.

L I I
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posible ourvature so that there resulted, in good approxima-

C tion, a one dimenaonal flow. The apparatus was connected to

the extensive water system of the institute. :reotifier vanes

were installed in front of the contraction. The actual mea-

surin chamber rectangular in roses setion was made of brass,

and so constructed that the processes could be observed easily

through two glass iindow . For individual pressure meeasure-

ments one of the glass plates was replaced by a brass plate

fitted with pressure connections pa P1' " " " " * P10 , as

shown in Flg. 6. The measuring holes all has a diameter of

0.5 am; the heds of the holes were not rounded off, but all

burrs were runoved. U-tubes were used as anmters, both

legs being filled with water over mercury, Fig. 7. The legs

on the external pressure side of the U-tubes were connected

by rubber tubes to a reservoir filled with water, the surface

of which lay at the level of the measurWin position so that

height corrections were not neeeseary. In such pressure mea-

surements, one must carefully onsilder the hollow spaoes which

naturally occur on the low pressure side of the measuring oon-

nections. As a matter of fact the vapor pressure of the water

is obtained very accurately. All oonnectionswere made of

glass so that the bubbles in the tubes could be observed and

the corresponding correction mde. Gare was exerclsed to lay

the low pressure seotions as level as po.isble so that these
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rreotions are anall. At various times the absolute pressure

was diretly aseaured by maens of a U-tube, olosed at one end

C end flld with me~ ry; this instrumnt did not prove to be

as practical as I had at first thought, since naturally here

also height Oe rrotiona wre ne eesary hioh were in Oueral

considerably greater than in the umsal U-tube.

The red nlal wmre always mde shen the pressure differ-

enee pa - po, hiaoh is a measure of the quantity flowing, re-

tained one and the same value for saac im e. In this way the

pressure variations of the house water supply, in themselves not
so large, do not effect a disturbaneo.

In the divergent outflow tube there is ,a throttle valve

with a simple regflating mehanism by which, for a constant

flow, the absolute presseae in the entire apparatus can be

raised or lowered. The water meastrment was oarzd out by a

calibrated recilver.

Iext the pressue rise p - Pa in the enlarged part

(diffusor) of the measurint chamber wa determined under flow

without oavitation end furthermore it was oaloulated fror the

dimenaons of the zroas section ao~ rding to Bernoullil's e'4ua-

tion. In this way the two ourves of Fig. 8 were obtained. As

ordinates, the diaensionlsas quantity (p - pa)/q is plotted,

in which q =3 Wil- The previously mentioned coefficient

C of diffusive action (better the pressure oonversion factor)

I_ I I F
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for point 8 gives

(Ps--Pa) obs.
(Ps-pa) calo 80,5

a value which agrees with the former measurement (.4).

Up to the narrowest sections the losses are small

as is indicated by a comparison of the direct volumetric

measurement of the quantity of water and that calculated

from the pressure drop p o- Pa according to Bernoulli's

equation, if one considers in the calculation the velocity

flow at the measuring position po. The voluetrically

determined quantity of water is 2.4 per cent smaller;

this has always been taken as a basis of further calcula-

tions. The velocity head ("stau" pressure) refers accord-

ingly to the actual quantity of flow.

The pressure measurements at the points 1 - 10 are

given in Table 1 and in Figures 9 and 10. As in all fol-

lowing tables the pressures everywhere are given in meters

height of a water column. The quantity of water for Figure

9 always amounted to about 1.47 /sec. and for Figure 10,

1.69 /sec. The characteristics of both sets of curves

are obviously exactly the same. Here it is shown with

great clarity that the 6 lower curves of Figure 9 coalesce

in the neighborhood of the narrowest section, that is to

C (14) R. Dubs, Wasserkraft-Jahrbuch, Munich 1924, p. 440;
K. Andres, Forschungsarbeiten auf dem Gebiete des
Ingenieurwesens, Heft 76, 1909.

r
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say, in this region no change in the state of flow occurs

C in spite of the alteration of the counter pressure at the

exit. Notwithstanding the fact that throttling was often

resorted to, it was in no case necessary to change the

influx pressure po (see Table 1) in order to obtain the

same water flow. Oily for a high counter pressure is the

pressure at the narrowest section greater; then the influx

pressure must also be increased so that the same quantity

flows (Table 1, last line). This behavior is completely

analogous to that of a gas flow through a Laval nozzle.

Here also the quantity of flow does not change when the

counter pressure is greatly altered. We know that in the

divergent part a velocity greater than that of sound pre-

vails and that disturbances cannot influence the flow behind

them as long as the velocity of sound is anywhere exceeded.

By throttling we produce the well-known Riemann-Stodola steady

condensation impact which moves nearer to the narrowest

section as the counter pressure is increased. Finally,

the impulse reaches the narrowest section, every velocity

greater than that of sound then ceases and the nozzle works

as a diffusor.

Here we have such similarity of the phenomena that

one naturally endeavors to study and investigate the analogy

further as to whether also the inner mechanism of the gas

impulse is related to the cavitation impulse.

C

I _F--
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This can be determined only by direct observation, and

p therefore my first endeavor was to render the processes in the

nozzle visible.

Visual observation and the usual photographio exposures

of the order of magnitude of tenths of a seond give only mean

values, since the pheamn& of oavitation generally are not rseu-

lar. i'hotographs of this kind are shown in Figs. 22 to 26 and

sigs. 32 to 33.
Therefore it will be advisable to make instantantous

exposures of the shortest possible dutatlon (10-5 to 10 6 soe.)

by means of strong eleotrie sparks. Within this time an object

moving with the water, say a vapor bubble with the water movinG

at about 20 m/a, travels about 0.2 to 0.02 am, so that the image

on the film will be sufflotently sharp. The light of the spark

must penetrate the glass plates and the layers of water which

reduces its intensity oonsiderably. For this reason, as has

already been stated, the test nozzle was given oomparatively

mall d imens ions.

INow, however, fluctuations appeared in the limits of

oavitation with highly diversified frequencies. Upeoially im-

portant in Judging the pressure reedings were oomparatively

slow ohanges in the position of the itmpaot area, beanse the

mercury manometers naturally had vry slow natural frequeniotes

and oonsequently gave only mean values for even alow flutua-
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tions.

In order to nala a better insight her also, I made

photopraphio sures at the rate of 100 per second, whioh

are iraormative, at least, as to the low frequenoles. The

apparate used was tend to be effeotive in spite df its sim-

pliolty. The rim of a bileol wheel was fPlled with paratine,

ture8 dowa oa a lathe and a standard size film (abaout 2 a

lan) was stretohed Over it. The wuhel was plaoed in a light

proof box and turned from the outside by means of a small

ntor. The lens was taken from an loa "Kinamo," a mniature

motion ploture ameaes. The 1fret lights used were sparks be-

tween copper polats, Later it was found that the light metal

*"lektron" (eonta ninjg chieoly manesium) produoes highly lm-

inous sperks. By omer of a condonser the light was projected

through the ehannel on to the fil. The high voltag ourrent

was drawn tMa a mall transforme of the G8ttingen rhysioal

Laboratories. This transormer was onneoted with a phnse of

the three-phase lro it, the secondary being oonneo ted with

nine Lf~Aea Jars in parallel. Thus the spark frequenoy was

equal to twAee that of the eleetrio line, i-.e. about 100 per

soandA. UOinortunately it was tipossible to achieve uniformity

of time in the Jping of the sparks, but this is to be regar-

ded rather as a blemish on-the appearance or the pictures than
C

an atual inuaja to the results.

- - - I s~
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Figs. 11 and 12 show ta nlwaged setions of the

0 film. The flow is frim left to right, and the bubble field

is visible as a Write sllhoiette at both sldes. The three

pictures are exposures of e Otly 1/100 seeo. eah. Fig. 12

shows the zone of foam during slight throttling, and Fig. 11

during greater throttling. Here It already has withdrawn

mior' toward the uaallest oross-seton.

Furthermore, as in preliminary test, Fig-5, several

holes for mnasurag presare were drilled as closely as possi-

ble to each other in one of the side walls, prinaipally to in-

vestigate the distribution of pressure at the end of the foam

area. The results are shown in Tables 2 and 3 and in Fig. 13.

The holes are numbered from 11 to 15 doun-strem and the pres-

sures recorded in meters water oluma. The individual urves

pertain to alant exatly the se rate of flow, but in oonse-

quenoe of varied throttling the strip of foam varies in extent.

The uppermost curve represents cavitationless flow. The lower

oures refer to flows in wAeih the average position of the ta-

pact is shorn by direot observation to have reached measuzin

poiats 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15, plaed at intervals of 3 M, and

in addition points 16, 17, aend 18, which are 3, 6, an 9 m

doutrea fro point 15

We note at once tnat the pressure increase p,1 - Pll

is far greater when the i paot occurs in the range of the
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measuring area, than when It fails to reaoh it or passea

C beyond. This apiarently oonfirms our hypothesis that the

end of the strip of f oam marks the position of a j)um In

presasure.

aeveral obvious conclusions as to the fom and mag-

ni.tude of the Jump in pjessure amy be drawn from the test

values.

In Fi-. 14, (Pa- Pft)/ is ntroduoed, where pn is

the pressuro at one of the easurinUg points 12 to 15 (Inai-

cated on tho curves), and p = , is the ipact pressare.

The averag rane of the tipeat is taken S absissa. The

measuring points are Joined by oure having a charaoteristio

Now if the impact were a fixed actual disoontinuity

in presure, the predioted ourves ould be entirely differ-

eat. At a given point, sar for exa le. 15, an almost oon-

stant high pressure would have to prevail as long as the i -

pat oocurred at points 11, 12, 13, or 14. In passing point

15, there woulA then be a auddena drop to se (there would

be equal pressure at 15 and 11) . StSIrly, the d4 ferenae

for points of mpaot ahead of point 11 would have to be small

and on passig beymed 11 it would have to assta full propor-

C tio addldy. In short, right age Ourrs would be -

pected.

-- --- I I-~---- -- u
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The lapast, however, is not statlonary but, aooarding

to observation, swings back and forth; however, the mnaameter

indloates, fairly aoourately, the mean value of the pressure

with ti-e. In this way the relatively abrupt rising of pres-

sure is wiped out and a abre gradual transition slaated. The

measurd premwe pressure now is oiverned tF the length of ime the

oane of high pressure or of low presure, as the eas may be,

remains behind or before the point of iapaot over the measur-

inG point in the middle. The urves of Fig. 14 permit an

estimte if theo data on local fluotuation are also available.

In tie present istanee it was posaible to obtain from the

photographs the position of the poOnt of lapaot for every

hundredth of a seond, the ogh average being 3 M, i.e.,

twie the d istanoe between two aeasurlng holes. !urthermore,

the ammaption is pe missible that the impact in the middle

swings to and f"i with eonstent speed. Consequently the as-

quenoe is imaterial to further considerat on. In fi. 15 one

fors of the Jmp is dram, the snagin of which in the amount

of + 3 ma gives quite an aoourate idea of pressure distribution,

oonsisting proinolpally of three straight lines variously in-

olined. iuaturally the choice of slope sad of the height of the

Jtap is smewhat arbitrary, but there are limitations even

C of arbitrariness.

For exple if we permit this iapeot to rwine 3 M

_______C_ ___
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about the Midpoint 1hich has been designated as the average

S etent of the iapset (11 to 18), it is easy to determine the

mean value o the preumare athematioally or graphloallhy.

The slopeSof the upper and lower straight seotions first are

so ohosen that the measured values for impacts at the extreme

rig t and left are obtained oorreotly. Then only the *dpe and

height of the imp in the midseotion remain undetermined. If,

by way of experieant, we asetm an amplitude and a slope and
f d 12 11.1find , Ste, * we get cuVs 8 In Fi. 14. Those,

however, both as to seale and relative position oan not yet be

made to oobaeide with the expwismntal ourves. If, reversing

the proess, we use the latter to determine the two missing

pieoes, we obtain the group of curves in Fig. 16, which aotual-

ly7 t quite simllar to the ourves obtained by measurement in

Fig. 14 In etaa details.

Therefore It tois pemissible foar the present to reGard

the form of the preaure Jmp as showi in Fig. 15 as absolute-

ly plausible. We shall dissaas its theoretical interpretation

later.

If the presmure jmp extends over about 5 a it follows

that a partiele or a vaper btbble traverses this zone at a

velootty of 20 a/s in about 1/4000 see. 0e shall refer to the

C new phenomena oonneted herewith later.

- I I
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primeants with rofoils.

It is to be expeoted that phenmaa similar to

those in divergent nosales also ooeur on the saotion sldes

of okarfoils, where, in general, an increase in pressure

follows a decrease to a minim alue. The pressure side of

the fols is less to be considered, sinoe there, even at the

fixed points of lower presure, the pressures are no lower

than on the astein side. With greater negative angles of

attack, however, the lower ide beames the suotion side.

Then oavitation will begin there first. With thiok profiles

and Tvery lo pressure, or at vWry high velooities, cavitation

may even ocoar on both sides simultaneously.

Cavitation on bydrofolls is of the greatest interest

pnrotoally, espeelally in te ease of series of blades (1at-

tioe)" as they are used in ship propellers and hydro-turbines.

The investigation of siasle blades would not be important in-

trinsieally, but nevertheless it seems advisable to investi-

gate first the li"iting sase of very large lattioe-spaoes (di-

visions), which case has been considered theoretioally in

lreater detail and mreover actually exists even in very rap-

idly revolving turbines and sorews.

The foils must be observed in ocmpletely olosed tunnels.

This results in wall interferences whioh are negligible only

L~ ~ ____
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when the foil dimenasons are amall as ocmpaed to the distant

C between the walls. However, I ua unable to avoid entirel
suah influences in order to obtain folls suffiioently large

to permit pressure measmaaeta by means of drilled holes.

In preliminary testa, it is true, it wta possible to measure

pressures not on the blade itself but on the surrounding walls

and then to extrapolate to obtain the pressure on the blade (15)

But aside from this complloation it is difficult to

spaoe the folls so olosely that the £lerenoes in pressure on

the suotion aide and pressure, side do not equalise eah other

at least partially, hioh naturally introduces errors difficult

to control, For more extensive pratleal requirements it will

be 1;'ipossible to avoid, for any 1@&1th of tie, the carrying

out of regular oavitatla tests with grids. Naturally experl-

ments with turbine blaMs a ships' pzopellera are of great

itportanae to the enginer in thaietles, asine he In interested

ultimately in the general effeot.

The hydrofoil tests were eodoted in the new cavita-

tion teeting apparatus of the Kaiser MWilhem Institut fur

Strauna aforrohung whih operates with a completely closed

oircular tuneel. FIg. 17 shows a somewhat conventionalized

diaram of it. The oirealating pmp is loated about 4 a (13 ft.)

(15)a a"pa 3 , footnot 2.

_ __ __ __
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under the testing platform in order to guard the pump itself

from oavitation as far an possible. A variable speed direct

Qourrent motor of about 20 h.p. i usaed to drive it. The oon-

tainer of 10 a3 volumo serves to quiet the water and to elim-

naste bubbles before it raturns to the test chaber. The space

above the water oan be evaoaated or placeod under higher pressure,

which possesses the great advantage that the absolute prsaasure

of the entire systen oan be altered at will for any given veloo-

ity (i.e. for any ReynolAs' number), so that the beginning and

end of the bubble formation oan be conveniently and rapidly

followed. The testing seotion of the tunoel at the observers

platform is represented in Figs. 18 and 19. The water emerges

from the tank through a 450 m (18 ia.) pipe in which a honey-

oomb with 20 m (0.80 in) oella sa installed. The constriotion

ultimately reduces the cross-section to a reotangle 102.5 x 61.5

= (4 x 2.4 in). In addition all bends are made gradual in or-

der to prevent high velooities Yhloh are dangerous beoause they

eause eavltation. After leaving the actual test ahabe the

water passes through a very slaoner iftesor.

The ohambor for studying bdreolls is shown n in ig. 20.

It oonsists of a four-sided box with two round flanges. It is

so oonstreated that heavy bass plates or glas wilndows eOn be

inserted in both flat aides. The glass is bolte4 an d lmped

C in pimee against gaskets of thin rubber. It was extraem3y Al-
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fiealt to ask the Joiats at the thiok .edg of the glass plates

S watertight. sine the apt prsars dto~ the glas plates,

not ev aoment Mas completOel affootive in stopping the annoying

lesklni In of air tia the outside, so that I was forced to plaee

the entire asie plate undera ter. In the upper narrow side of

the obamber another amall window was set in. to permit illminaa-

tiea of the suction side of the hydrofoil by means of light from

a spark dring observation through the side ports.

The model foils projected unsupported from a brass blook

and could be adjusted from the outside to any angle with the flow.

The profiles that have been tested are shown in Fig. 21.

Thb are arransd in order of thickness and are designated 4 B,

C, D, and 3. A and B arrespoand to profiles No. 449 aon. 1o.398,

previously testd () at the AerQodnaaisehe -Versuchanstalt.

For presuare tests all the pzroile were pr1uvded with 1/2 mn

holes. In the three thin profiles there was room for only two

holes. As in the water tunnel testa, pressures were measured by

mans of eroaw7 ianxmaters. The tarnin axes of toe foils are

shown in Fin. 21.

First, slmlar models suitably enlarged were tested in

the wind tunnel. second, pressures and water velocities weoroe

determined, at Whiah eavitation oourred. Third, pressures on

C ........... ............
EPlr der aerodynamisohen Versuehansetalt zu G8ttingen,
pp.76 and 82.
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the surfaces were measured In operation, with and without cavi-

tation.

Normal wind tunnel tests ive us, (a), the lift, A noral

to the direotion of flow at a Sreat distane from the foil; (b)

the drag W t direction of this flow; (a), tLe moment M of the

air forces about a Liven point.

These are reoresited in the usae manner by introducing

the dirmensionles cofflolenta Ca, C, end a in place of the

measured forces, the former beir definad by the followi ng equa-

tions.( 7)

A =ca /c. 2 F I
W-- .,/V2F a 0(9)M-- cm e/2 v2 Ft

where ais the dena ity of the fluid, V the undisturbed velocity)

F the foil area (span times chord), t the chord. ULments are

calculated arbitrarily from the leading edge of the foil. Re-

sults are given in Tables 4-8.

The angle of attack 'a is defined as the angle between

the chord of the foil and the direction of undisturbed flow. All

values are calculated for unifora flow( ) in aooordanoo with

the 'randtl-Betz theory. This theory considers, in a manner

ee .8 , -ootnote 7.
e Ciaans der aerodynamisohen Versucheanstalt zu G0ttingenp.

_ __ ~
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ontirely satisfactory for praotioal purposes, the influence

of the free ends of the folls tested in the wind tunnel.

The drag values of profiles A and 3 evidence oharao-

torlstio differences as compared to the thin oreseent pro-

files D, and 3. In the former, the drag is only alightly

variable over a rather large range of the angle of attaok,

while in the case of the other profiles there is an angle of

minimum drag. 2owevor the ratio of lift to dra, (1/2), es-

peciall.y Lmpotant in practioal applications, is nevertheoless

no more favorable than that for thicker profiles.

Cavitation my best be observed by varying the pros-

sure in the entire systam and mfartaininL a oonstant velocity.

At high pressures no disturbance of any kind is visible.

Only when the pressure is deoreased do isolated bubbles, madeo

easily reoogizable by the light of the spark, oocur direotly

on the surfaoe near the leading edge. The bubbles are spher-

ioal, sametimes henispheroial and from 1 to 4 mm thick. At

this stage there are only a few bubbles present sialtaneous-

ly on the ahole upper wing surface ( for example,a dozen). If

the pressure is further decreased, the number of bubbles in-
they

creases andMnow are directly perceptible even in ordirary

light in the form of hite foam. Fig. 22 showa a short time

C poare of this condition on fbil A. The white foam extends

only up to a oertain distanoe from the leading edge. When the

_ __
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pressure is further decreased this Li.pact travels toward the

trailiun edae exactly as ir the diffusor Fi. 23.

** Under the illumination of the sparks a dense mixture

of bubbles of greatly varyng sizes now becomes disoernible.

The foam-oovered area rapidly ohanges in size and shape; the

external aspectas shown by time exposures,ean be reproduced

surprisinl-y well under the same adjustment of external

pressure and velocity. Very noteworthy is the fact that

even now there is no separation of the flow from the back

of the foil. This occurs, rathier, very sharply and readily

reproducibly, at a yet lower pressure, Fig. 24. In the

latter case we have produced two olean-out Helmholtz separ-

ation surfaoes t'9  and also the flow about an inclined plate

treated by Rayleigh aooording to the Helmholtz-Kirohhoff

method. In technology cavitation is often identified off-

hand with separation of flow from the surface Of the foil.

Aeoording to our data this is peaniesJble only when there

is a very high vaeuim.

In te oase of the oresoent profiles the phenomena

observed are very similar, the difference being that in

these the bubble formation is unoh less definite, quite in

aoord with the theory which predicts cavitation at the

C H:)-ROf Hlmoltz, onatsber, d. Akad. d4. is. Berlin,
1868, p125
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aharp leain9 04gs eVOen at the lowest speed (see Faga. 25

and 26). With our apparatus it was Impossible to obtain

separatia of the flow with 0, 1D, sinoe at t, low pros-

oure required the ptmp oeam within the range of oavitation

and failed in s A to of its Lower position.

In order to reoord.these phenamen numericall1 also,

tests were madeo bued on the following theory:

Let ? be a y poit on the vin, surface. If we desi-

nato the valooity at a diCtano* from the irg as w ant the

preaaure a t4his point as t , then acordin to Bernoulli's

equation, the pressure at ', where the velocity is W, is

1),- ('2 (U' 2 - w 2 ).

ow l*t us aonsider the point im, say, where the prea-

sure is low it,. ;lAoe t.i veloelty there, is proportional to

the velooity wo the argle of attack rerainin~ the same, then

( 2  
-2-)a - . . . . . . (i0 )

Whor oavitat1on sets in p will have a definite low

C Value . o, a 1y dyyutio p i) s sr ., the pressure at wi oh

eavitatio Ju.gt beins will be

I I- t- I I a
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P. Pd - q ...... (U)11

t;e measure the dynwa c presure p as the differenoe

between the pressures Po - Pa and can write as an approxiL-

mation &0= p with sufficient accuracy. tro this re-

sults a linear relation between p. and q, which can be

emonastrated. The OOeurranee of the first bubblom depends

to a large extent on obanoe (alight protuberanoes, eto.).

Therefore it is advisable to deignape as the "beginning

an advanoed stage hicoh is capable of e ct attainment. As

-moh we ohoose the oondition in which foam forrmation extends

over the whole side of the profile and about 1/4 of the chord

of the foil. If we now Mreulate the pressmre Pa t poo s0

that the impaot always fells at the same point of the foil

and plotting the measured values pa against q, we get the

solid oireles of iA;s. 27, 28, and 29, or as the case nay be,

the values in Tables 9 and 10. c strAi ht line can always

be drawn, without foroing, through the points. This line,

quite properly, does not pass th~meh the origin but thrMcugh -

point Pd at 0.3 to 0.5 m water column, 1.e. nearly at the

vapor pressure of water correspond in to the test temperatures.

Thus our expeorttions hlav been borneout, for all pro-

files as a matter of fact.

It is even more remarkable that the advanoed conditions

4ive a p, Q straight line and are reproduoible. It r.~t be

I Ic~
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suraised that ince the bubbles are not the same si ze at

C various speeds the . pact areas shift in a manner toverned

by oapillary forces. But actualLy it is a muoh slmpler matter.

Here also there is a p, q straight line and in addition

anothe- for the state of flow separation (in profiles A and B).

All the straight lines pass through exaotly the same point.

The crosses are indicative of the condition at which the impact

reaches the trailinG edge (as in Figs. 23 and 26),. The mall

oirles, finally, indicate tLe stage at which flow seairation

begins.

4e refrain from the graphio reproduotion of all the

test data and refer to Tables 9 and 10. To give a meneral

view it is convenient to give only the slopes pa - Pd
q

of the straight lines as in Table 11. whioh indicates the

highly important interval between the beginning of cavitation

and separation of flow.

The slopes and, oonsequently, the danger of oavitation

are greater with thilk proftles and with greater angles of

attack. Unfortunately, our experiments are inadequate to

answer the question which section is best with regard to

eavitation. IS It is desired to work without any oavitation

whatever, pressure tests in a wnd tunnel will suffle. But

C in working with slight eavitation resistanoe tests ast be
C ro

made in order tD peratt detemination of the value E= .

- I II - --~ I

---- - -- --
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It appears as though surfaoe friction deerease when oavitation

first begins (2

At the points on the auction side indioated in Fig. 21,

pressure could still be measured. Unly a general idea of the

variation of pressure was obtained, and not a complete ourve,

sinoe it was impossible to find room for more pressure measure-

ment openings in the narrow imits of the profile.

The data are given in Tablea 12 and 13, p0 - pa again

is equal to dynario premsr q. All pressures given are abso-

lute in meters water column. In addition the ratio p/q is

given.

By way of e~aip1e Flg. 30 gives the pressure curves for

foil A with an angle of attack of 20. Four different aseos

are ermn neda

1. Without eavitation,

2. Impact at a distanoe of t/2,

3. Impact at a distwene of t,

and 4. separation of flow.

The pressure ourve fits exoatly into the oonoept previously

held of oavitation nphOnmen- Wiathout tavitation pressur

decreases as far as hole 2, beyond which it rises.

Th sere lines of the Dpesears Ore shown as broken

C ).. . - WO-O.... .. - ---

1) as. 3' footnote 2.

- - i I I I Ir ii rr ~ c
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liare, a0 the p/q rava ae earried upwarx f there on.

c In oatog this the sere 11s are so nled that they' le

lower by pq than a fird ordinate point.

Next, SapposIng eaeitation to be absPnt)the preauri

ourve In this graph, with q r*minzig constantmuld always

be the sle no matter vat the magnitude or p., i.e., no

matter how low the sro e may li*. Now if the zero line

= svs upwartd in aonsequoseo at a deerease in the pressure

pa, it will ultimately intersect this fixed preasure curve.

Our graph shovs that a ondition with constant low pressure

now sets in soamntarlly up to the !ine of intersection of

the sro line with the original pressure ou17ve, and that

from then on pressure inoreases. This supplies empirioal

eriteria as to where the point of Impaot may be looked foar

at a given veloolty and a given external pressure. Conse-

quentlyg in first approximation, the pressure curve at con-

stant velooity without cavitation remains, and when cavita-

tion begins the portion below the zero-line in question is

simply out off.

In general, a very close relationship is thus estab-

lished between the prooesses in channels and about the foils,

the roper application of which any be highly advantageous

C in further experimental research.

It is further wrthy of note that the beginning of

- c- -I - "- - ---- -- - mmm -

-- I I ~
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cavitation is accompanied by a crackling, popping noise,

increasing in volume at high speeds and large angles of

attack in this laboratory. The noise of ships' propellers

which cause cavitation is well known, as is also the noise

of turbines working under too great a suction head, which

frequently causes anxiety.

4. Experiments with a Sphere

In conclusion, measurements and observations of

a sphere are cited. In place of model foils a sphere of

20 mm diameter, fastened to a round rod was placed in the

middle of the rectangular tunnel. A measuring aperture

permitted measurement of pressure along a whole circle,

since the sphere could be turned about the rod axis from

outside. In order to have sufficient strength it was

necessary, unfortunately, to use a rather thick rod (4.5

mm), which was noticeably detrimental to the symmetry of

flow, Figure 31.

Observation demonstrated the following: On

decreasing the pressure, at a constant velocity, small

bubbles form, not as in the case of the foil on the sur-

face of the body, but to the rear of the body, in the

nucleus of the vortices, to be exact. Only when pressure

is further lowered does bubble formation set in at the body

itself, finally becoming very pronounced as shown in Figure

32, which was obtained by a short time exposure.
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Cavitation begins a short distance behind the
equator. At a distance of about one diameter of the sphere

the impact again becomes redognizable, behind which there

is visible a high-light emanating from small bubbles. Only

upon further lowering of pressure does complete separation

of the flow arise in the form of a perfectly translucent

column filled with water vapor and adjoining the sphere.

(Figure 33).

The pressure measurements, Figure 34, show the

following aspect. The front stagnation point, coincides

with the angle 9 = 0, the rear one with an angle of 1800.

In the ordinate direction (p - pa)/q is given. The curve
a represents the cavitationless state, b the state corres-

ponding to Figure 32, and c that of Figure 33. The asym-

metry caused by the supporting rod probably is to blame

for the fact that the minimum pressure somewhat exceeds

the theoretical minimum (-1.25) which, by the way, it was

possible to confirm by several investigations. Through

the influence of the adjacent walls the velocity at the

equator of the sphere is increased somewhat. An approximate

calculation gives an increase of about 5 per cent.

The coefficients of resistance defined by

W=c - /D22 Wo (12)

C of the sphere are obtained by graphical integration over

the entire surface,

I I I I I -. ~ CI

_ __ _ __~ ---
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However thes Masatry aeM the street of tawantial frieotoi l

Sforces are not consiered for the sale latoes.

Condition a gives C = 0.48

Canaition b gives C. - 0.57

Condition a gives C,w 0.49

If at a given -pressure, pWhaps atmosphere pressure, the vele-

aity were increased oontin ously, the ourves b and a would

gradually nerge into a ourve similar to 4 sine the atmosphoere

pressure is very mnall ocmeard to the dynami pressure which

then is very high. The sallest negativo quantity p/q then repro-

seats oavitation, so that for all praotial.l pposes only the

positive portion of the prseaure curve is lmportant.

It is interesting to oomrare the experients of W. B Se

with this. Bauer shot teel balls 6f about 11 s diameter

thro h water at velooi ties of frm 150 to 650 m/s and awasure

resistance by determining the odeeleration by electrical mewa2).

The dynamio pressure inereases to about 2200 ata. at 650 m/s

6qually large tensions would have to be expected if the preasure

(22) w. sauer, Ann.d. Apys,(4)80 p.232, 1926. see also the sup-
plemeat and oorrootions, ibid, 8, p.104, 1927

(23) It should be mentionem that his dotemnation of resistaneo
by measring deoeleration in water has the fault that the in-
ortia of the water hicbh oemse an apparent increase in as
of the ball, was not onasidered. For a sphere in potential
flow the apparent Inoreaseo n as is equal to half the di.
placed msa of water; but then it ertainly dereases so that 6
the actual error probably amounts to several per cent Into th
sense of greater resistance.

~II ~ I r ~

--- - --
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oure wre of type a. Aetually, however, oa rtation oours, the
ba aboots a hole in the water. The easistanoe vaes foun4
bQ Baser, aoaordin to our definition, is 0.30. Curve d would
likewise give 0.*0 and snsequentl it may bc taken to represent,

in a megret, the pr~ ure distribution in Bauer's tests. Natur-
ally it is not permisslble to aompare these C values with those
obtalne4 In the wind tumsni using the same amenols' numbers,

sinee gavitation does not fit in with Heynolds' law of s1mlitu6e.

C

-C I I I---~ P
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AWrT III. TORXSAL CONfSI 3RLT1ONS

C
1. PrOae

Mere observation of evitatLon proces:sa shows plainly

that we have to do with a tumltuous phenmenon and that there-

fore there is little likelihood of learnint much more by means

of theorisint than experiment has taught us. Cne can only hope

to attain an understendlngf f oortain statistidal mean values

by mehanioal considerations. The followin- aloulations are

intended to find explanations, rational in some degree, for the

faots noted in lart II. In this I have taken pains to aoamplish

my object by the simplest posible means. .z lonZ as our empir-

ioal knowledge is no greater tha.:. C&t pro3ent, there is, in my

opinion, no great value in rigorously carrying out tlo culoula-

tions.

It seem ossible thus to under -t~nd rtehanically the

Iprooess which we have desi ated as oodersation impact (seo. 4).
In adition we arrive at an estinate of the thickness of the

iioaot layer which gives reasonable values.

The travel of the point of impaot can be found without

diffioulty; the theoretioally derived Ireosauro ourve in a

closed tunnel oorresponds, in large rmasure, to the observed

Q ourve.

Itially, ;tt Is hown that when the bub les pass through

1 - - I -~ - -NOW_-

_ __ I
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C the impact zone, the almost abrupt change in pressure,

hitherto assumed without adequate mechanical basis in

theories of mechanical corrosion, actually results.

Estimation of maximum pressures in the resulting compres-

sion of the bubbles (Sec. 4) yields values by means of

which the frequent violent corrosions may be traced to

mechanical influences. The considerations in Sec. 6

regarding other experiments show that the calculated

pressures might be adequate therefore. Here above all,

our empirical knowledge is still largely incomplete. Con-

sequently I consider it premature to report here relevant

speculations, which might easily be included.

2. Regarding Condensation Impacts in the Bubble Mixture

The most important result of the experiments de-

scribed in Part II, to me appears to be the determination

of impact processes. In the former so-called "condensation

impact" the pressure jumps considerably, when bubbles vanish

almost entirely.

It is expedient to consider this condensation

process as parallel to the Riemann steady gas condensation

impact, which occurs when gas impinges against an obstacle

with a velocity greater than that of sound. The mixture of

water and vapor bubbles, of course, shows a comparatively

coarse structure. All the following considerations there-

C fore apply to statistical mean values.

_ __ ---
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.ven in this mixture one can speak of a "velocity of

C sound", if we do not confuse this concept with the propagation

of audible signals wLi-Ah obviously might be highly complicated.

3uDpose we have in a oubio oentimeter of the mixturesx

parts by volume of air or vapor, and (1rx) parts of water. 'e

assume, with adequate aoouracoy that the density of tho mixture

is 0o (l--x), where Qo is the density of the pure water, i.e.,

we omit the mass of gas as bein.; negligible. On the other

hand it is obviously ;errnissible to assume that the elasticity

of tle mixture is d,,-. onl!, to the enclosed zases, and therefore

to neglect the slijht inherent elasticity of the water.

The velocity of sound a, the speed with wh-ich small dis-

turbances are propagated,generally is

a= d .. (

.e can express it numerically if we know the function

p f (Q) thus gaining an idea of the oilanGe in oondition

which takes place durinthetr the trafhmi3sion of the small dis-

tur'qance.

Let us now set up a polytropio law, vi:--

p. Xm = const.,

Then from x'=-1 - we !;et - a 2  or
....... do .

a . . . . . . . . . . (14 )

II -- I -'; I-

_ - - -
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If, for example, p = 2"104 dyn/om2 (~ 0.02 atm), and Po

1 gram/am3 ; and x = 0.05, and m = 1.20, then a = 692 cm/s.

This speed is technically easy to attain , so that the occur-

rence of condensation impacts seems entirely possible.

3. The Direct Condensation Impact.

We select a coordinate system closely related with the

plane of impact and assume the impact to be strictly steady.

Let Q1, U1, pl, and x1 be the density, velocity, pressure,

and vapor content respectively, preceding the impact, and 92,

U2 * P2, and x 2 the corresponding values after the impact. The

mass of gas is always neglected in comparison with the mass

of the water.

The oontinuity equation gives

Q1 u,1 =PU2 . . . . .. . . . . ... (15)

and the momentum expression

O1 u1 (u, - u2) = p2 - 1 p .. . . . . . . (16)

The law of the conservation of energy would be used for a

third equation; it would indicate principally that heat of

compression is given off at the impact. This heat is trans-

ferred by conduction to the water, which is warmed to a degree

usually wholly regligible. Now if we keep the control areas

C for the foregoing expressions at a sufficient distance from

I I - -
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the point of impact, isothemg may be assumed and in place

of the energy law the following simple relationship is sub-

stituted
J1._ P2
X2 Pi .............. ... (17)

From (15) and (16) is derived

p, 412 1 "° l o-)0U1 P - P 1

If we introduce
P2

P,
xt also

Thus we get

1 u12 XL 1 - 1/RS

pQi1 -(1-18)

and

s- x , 1 + 1 1 +Ai PV S . .(1 8)

Then, assuming, for example

91 o (1 - x,) = 0,95 Gramm/cm

S = 4000 cm/s -= 40 m/s

Pi = 2 10J dyn/cm2 ,

a will equal 38. That is to say, a very considerable oondensa-

tion has occurred.

If U1 and Pl are given, then a becomes a maximu for

x')- + , .. ........ (19)

C

0

_ ~ r I~ -1 1 I D I 'T
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Since the second sum in the parentheses is always small

X'1 2 /2 . Considering the oubbles ar spaeres,

- -=0,74; when the bubbles are packed iost closely.

Consequently the value for '1l calculated above is possible.

Then it seems that X1 assumes actually lower values.

The highest water velocities occurring in practice

should be about 150 m/s. Assuming the maximun value of 0.5

for x1 and 1 6104 dyne/om 2 for pl, we obtain as the highest

conceivable pressure ratio a = 5625, and herewith P2 Z 56 atm.

It is not probable that such pressures will directly

cause mechanical corrosion. Theories assuming mechanical cor-

rosion, therefore, must find a mechanias which will increase

these pressures to an entirely different order of magnitude.

(See See. 4-). When water vapor is present it will hardly

be possible to use Eq. (1~) since oondensation occurs. How-

ever it is immediately obvious that even with complete con-

densation the increase in pressure is only very slightly dif-

ferent from that calculated by means of Eq. (18), for this

gives us

o (1 - x1) x . . . . . . . (20)
P1

C

.r -- --- I I I I I
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4. Structure of the Plane Condensation Impact.

Our calculation up to this point has furnished a

summarized statement of impact processes. The final state,

after the impact, was determined from the state prior to the

impaot. We shall now endeavor to learn something of inter-

vening values and especially to compute the thickness of the

impact zone.

Let us assume ourselves moving with a bubble. On

approaching the itpaot we will pereeive an increase in pres-

sure since the impact actually does not occur as a mathemati-

cal discontinuity but over a comparatively large area. The

bubble is thus diminished somewhat and the pressure within

it is increased by compression of the vapor. It is usually

the case that external pressure does not at all correspond

to internal pressure, for the following reason:

Continuity demands that

pu = const.

The impulse equation gives for the external pressure Pa

S1 (1 l - a U) P1

or, if x is introduced

'Q9(1 -X ) -a- I U . . . . . . .(21)

Now, however, between x and pi, the pressure inside the

C bubble, there is a relationship based upon conduction of

heat, vaporization, etc. If pi were identical with Pa this

'~ I I

__ -- --
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relation would have exactly the form of Eq. (21), which

C naturally an never be true. The process, rather, occurs

in such a way that in the initial stage internal pressure

lags behind the external pressure, but later exceeds it.

The difference in pressure has an accelerating or retard-

ing effect, as the case may be, on the collapsing movement

of the bubble (23).

It would be extraordinarily difficult to solve the

system of simultaneous equations which, on the one hand,

determines the internal pressure and, on the other, con-

tains Sq. (21), for time is an essential factor in the equa-

tion for internal pressure (heat conduction).

The problem will be greatly simplified if we specify

the dependence of pi upon x, say in the form of a polytropic

process with the exponent m, arbitrary for the present. Then

Pi is known for every x, and likewise known is the external

pressure pa, according to the impulse law or Eq. (21). The

difference in pressures p, - pi compresses the bubble. The

exponent of the polytroe would then have to be determined

by a separate consideration. The bubble should remain con-

tinuously spherical during contraction, which is possible

(23)The conditions are similar to those in the Riemann gas
impact, if we do not regard it as discontinuous. There, inC the first place, the pressure calculated from the continuity
equation and the momentum law does not agree with the pressure
obtained from the gas equation; the temperature is determined
according to the energy law. In this case the explanation lies
in the frictional stresses which, in addition to the gas pres-
sure,,may not be neglected.

I -
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only when the impaot zone is comparatively large in rela-

S tion to the bubble radius.

Let r be the radius of t1a spherical bubble at a

given time. The radial movement of the surrounding water

during contraction is given by
dr r 2

S - . . . . . . . . . . . . (22)

where r is the radius of the spherical bubble at a given time

and s is the distance of a point from the center. The kinetic

energy of the entire mass of water is

s - r

With the new variable ? -, where r is the initial radius,
*r1

and with vl =4/3rl , we get from this

= o3,vl 3 2 . 24- 3 2 ri" ( ...... . .. (

Now we compute the work done by the pressures.

a) The "xternal Pressure p,

According to Eq. (21) the external pressure Pa is

P -- 1t -- , ( 1 - . ) X

In general x and xl are small in comparison with unity.

Therefore it is permissible in computing; the time of collapse

C to aporoxi ate the term (1 - )/(1 - x) as e(.ual to 1. Then

p,=Pl + o u2 ( - )..... .. .(25)

__ _ __
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If there are n bubbles in a cubic centimeter eacl having a

volume vl , tLen

V' = or vl = X and

Pa PI U1 v 1 I V or

Pa = P - 0 u 1
2

1X (1 - (3) . . .(2.).

In Fi . j the course of 'a is indicated by the curve ACB.o

b ) The Internal I-ressure pi.

The internal pressure is found by the law of polyt'ro. ti

chance

P Vm P Vl . . . . .  . . .  (. . .  27 )

or

)1 ... ............. (27a)

with m as the polytropic exponent. From this is derived the

curve *GD in Fig. 35.

In compressing the bubbles, the pressures do work, the

:.. i: which is used to increase or decrease the kinetic

energy of the water surrounding the bubble by E. From

E = -f(p -p) dv =-f(p, - p) v, 3 2 d

we derive by interpolation of Pa from Eq. (2b) a d of pi from

s. (27a)

c ~E= Px v(a[i3'- 6-v (-cc++3). ...... (28)

II I I --- - I I r I~ I -~lm
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1 o) t 11 2 Xl
a +1p

+o U 12 U 2 X

S2 p,

6 -- ,.- 1

(29)

By equatin; E in 2us. (24) and (28) a sim;:ple conversion gives

us

S a_ /a-I 4- y 7 + 7 + d -3r +4

V 2P1

S(30)

t 2=o 2 d (31)
pl + ag f -- y? -}- d - a m + are

According to this, when U1, xl, p1 and m are given,

the time for the collapse of the bubble to a definite fraction

of the original radius ir. Proportional to the radius itself.

Since in diatomie gases m can assume any value between

1 and 1.4, an integration between limits is impossible, but

graphio methods can be employed. In any event the integrant

can be developed in proximity to the zero point and approxi-

mate expressions adduced.

C

C wherein

and

_ ___ ____ i
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The zero points we must consider are

C
1. 1 = l,t1r.. starting point,

2. o- = < I the state of greatest compression of the
bubble,

which is of interest with regard to the pressures and temp;er-

atures aocompanyin it. Actually the linear speed of con-

traction vanishes here

r i 4 -tit + 24
-. (32 )

dt 3 o 52

The solution = 1 can be verified directly. s'2 is, as will

be seen later, so small in all practical cases that % and .

can be neglected.

But in that case
' - =-- -3 m+ 4 ... ... 33)

9= - 2 (33)

or, usin the values in Eq. (29)

-. . -.. 1)
t +  ( m - 1) o 1  / -

F'or 5I and 2 ;iz intgat ion fails, since the inte:rand

becomes infinite. In order to proceed further with the calcu-

lation eo seek appoxiimative terms.

In the nei: hborhood of the startin; point we set down

n= -, wherein (i should be very small as comproared to

unity.

- b I I-- I rr
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The the integrand of Eq. (31) will be
..... -(1 -- a)2

a (1- -- a ) + (1 - a)7 + (1-a)-m +3m

It soon becomes evident that in developing (1--6)n in

powers of 6 , quadratic members must be included. As first

approximation for the root we Set the value, zero.

For the second approxiation we get by simple computa-

tion

(I- 2 + 02) d a

2 u, 2 x

and for the immediate proxi ity of 41 with sufficient accurioy

o 1 2
1,2 2 3 r Ig . . . . . .. (4 )

f o a ox 1 
(t 34)

PI

If ~=1 and oiO=, -then tl, 2 beoomes logarith iically

infinite. Physically, this means that without the ir petus

of a suitable disturbance the impact will not result. Tut

ii a slight campression 6' 0 is present, the bubble

collapses very rapidly.

In the neighborhood of s the root again becormes very

small. Here the integran is approximatel
%2

cc a + - . m +4

ith = - (1 - ) the integrand becomes

_2 2 +  ) 2

a (1 + a) + -3 m - 3 m 4

~ C~I I~
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and, according to Eq. (33), considerin~ only the first power

of 6(,

;22 (1+- 2 )

V 3 a 2 (m - 1).

by integrating with this integrand we .et

S4 = 2 o /a ( - 2/3 ). . . (35)
tP a -21/

If the field of transition is integrated graphically the col-

lapse can then be followed as to time.

If we choose, for example

U = 4000 cm/s ; m = 4/3

pl = 2 x 104 dyne/cm2 ; x1 = 0.05,

values conceivable in practioe and where the exponent 4/3

for water vapor would yield almost adiabatic compression, we

et, aoocording to Eq. 29

a=24; j=-41; y=20; =-3

and aocordinC to Eq. (31)
i..

f =1/eo r * d (
, r,:P0 f 24 .-414-+20 7-3

Aooording to Eq. (33), 2s= /s8. consideringc the

logarithmic nature of Eq. (34) we take =0,99 as our

starting point and calculate the time tl, 2 according to Eq.

(34) with ==0,90 as the second limit.

_ --
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Aproachin;g 2 , the intera nt takes the form

S24 -- 3

with a minimum at 5 =6. This is the point of :reatest

linear speed of c mpression

d- 29,4.

The tine from = '/ to stoppage 2=-- I8 is computed from

Eq. (35) between ==Z'l/ and 5=0,90 but by a simple

graphic meth cd.

After the time is known for each x or 5 , as the case

may be, the local condensation curve can be found easily. This

is true because in the time dt the bubble covers a distance

dl=1dlt, or in bubble radii

dl tu dt (1 - x ) dt uut (1 - '1x) dt
1 rt (I - x) r, (1 - x 3 "

With E . (f3) we derive from this

di 1 x -3 d d
1P -- .. ..... 4 . . ---4 4 (36 )

Since r = rl1 , the compression curve can De plotted

completely (Fig. 36). Compression occurs essentially over a

very short stretch. Over a distance of 4.2r the pressure in-

creases about 2700-fold. The bubble diameters are likewise

C given in Fig. 36. The temperature rises abruptly. Since the

maximum value is 23000 abs., heat conduction obviously must

I I --
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C play an importnt part and the exponent m must certainly be

far from the adiabatic. It is of little significance to the

considerations of this section, which are intended to show

in a mechanically comprehensible way that the impact extends

over only a few bubble diameters, whether m is chosen with

entire correctness. Very probably the campression is not

purely polytropic. Our as yet great ignorance of the thermal

condition of the bubbles prevents us from stating exactly what

happens after the state of greatest compression is exceeded.

Naturally, coolin is very rapid and the simultaneous conden-

sat ion of the hot vapor depends upon.the conduction of heat

into the water.

Furthermore, we have not taken into account the presence

of other bubbles nor the fact that the bubbles need, on no

account, collapse concentrically, but may possibly be

stretched and ruptured by the pressures which locally vary <reatly.

All these questions can be studied only by much more accurate

experimental investigations of the various processes. There-

fore I decided hot to present here my rather comprehensive con-

siderations on the approximate solution of the problem of 'heat

conduction. I should like to make an exception of a short

C table of maxi um pressures and temperatures at various U 1 , x 1 ,

and m, which is interesting with regard to the co:rosion theory.

_ ~ C



For low values of x we found thLi followi&; eciuation

C applicable

2 -
2- 0o t, 2 X,

a-2

Dy comparison ,ith the polytropio formula

the relation follows

T) Vo 11 t 2 x1_ ____n(-- 1) ...2),

Carrying the approximation a little farther we set

- . 37)

and froni this ini the usual way

pg~ i T2 m-

hNow Tables 14 and 15 show clearly that high pressures,

and temperatures must be expected at the points of impact,

even though we recognize the numerical values to the extent

of only their order of magnitude.

Calculation of the pressures occurring in the collapse

of a bubble have already been made frequently in connection

C with cavitation phenomena.(24) However, in every instance

(24)C.A. Parsons and Cook, Engineerin ; 191, p. 515. Appended
thereto, Rayleigh, Scientific Papers, b, p. 504. See also

p.' 3 , footnote 2.

--- I 1 I -- r
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the somewhat vague assumption had to be made that somehow

C pressure external to the bubble would become greater than in-

ternally, which then is followed by collapse. The bubbles

were assumed to be perfectly empty, a vacuum (Parsons and

Cook, as well as Rayleigh), or in an isothermal state

(Rayleigh, FSttinger). On the strength of the present in-

lestigation it may be said that the prerequisite ftr collapse,

i.e. the very rapid changing of pressure has also been found.

It will be essential next to determine whether the corrosions

actually occur at the points of collapse as they seem to do.

The present data, although very numerous, have nearly all

been obtained in actual practice where conditions for clearly

defining the point of impact are fever encountered. In any

event it is well known in practice that corrosions are found

behind the points at which cavitation begins.

5. Condensation Impacts in Channels.

The processes in divergent tunnels described in the ex-

perimental part (p6 et seq.) can be followed mathematically

to a certain extent. It is possible especially to comprehend

the shifting of the- points of impact in the direction of flow

with decreasing counter-pressure.

C To do this we adopt a somewhat schematic view of the

actual process. Suppose liberation begins at the smallest

~LI 
__ I- II
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cross-section E-E (Fig. 37) and stops completely at the ,point

Z of impact S-S. Let the increase in pressure occur over a rela-

tively small range from A-A to B-B. Let F be the cross-sectional

area in B-B and w the mean velocity. Friction may be disreg;arded.

Then since the pressure from E-E to A-A is approxi ately

ecual to zero, and assuming 5-D to be in close proximity to A-A,

the impulse e'juation gives us

(Qo ,o2 Fo - ()o ."2' A 1, I F.

For greater simplicity we assume that the space filled with

bubbles contains very little water.

Since Fo wo = FW

-Ap1  ! ' 2  o" -2 (-0) 2) . . . .

In Fig. 36 the relative pressure jumr 1/2 () 2 derived from

Eq. (36) is plotted in broken lines for t'e sLall tesiL nozzle

shown in the drawing. This abrupt increase iln iressure reaces

a maximum I '2 o when = '/2 . Since the

cross-section is enlarged still more after the i pact, a second

but gradual increase in pressure follows, w vAi we calculate

according to 2ernoulli, i.e.,

I- (1,- e 2 -- 2 h I (9)

If we introduce this increase also the resultin; picture -ires
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complete qualitative agreement with the test data in Figs.

C 9 and 10, with the exception that in the latter the transi-

tions are allowed for. The jump in pressure shown in Fi:.

15 and derived from the pressure measurerments is equal to

0, - , - while for the point where the pressure was

measured it would probably amount to a maximum of about 0,4 '2

Tlhe course of the pressure curves after the impact is like-

wise well presented in Fig. 38.

In a manner basically similar, the point of impact

travels over the suction sides of foils, only with these as

with closed tunnels, sunmary treatment is impossible.

6. Appendix.

On the Destruotive Aotion of High FreCuency Impacts.

In connection with the mechanical corrosion theories

mentioned on page 49 the experiments of E. Honeg'ter ( 2 5) are

of interest.

Honegger investigated the resistanice of various struc-

tural materials to erosion caused by violently impacting

drops of water. His method consisted of moving test rods

fixed to a rapidly revolving diso against one or more jets

of water at high speed. He found that the loss of weight

C from erosion at relative velooities v < 125 m/s ceases

(25)Z.Honegger, B.B.c. Mitteilungen, 1927, April, p. 95-

,1 Iii - ii
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to be perceptible and that for v 7 125 m/s it may be ex-

C pressed approximately by a(v - 125) , where a is a constant.

Given a plane surface striking against a cylindrical

jet of water running parallel to it, at the moment of impact

only the water particles iumediately adjacent to the point

of impact are accellerated, while those farther removed are

not affected bj the change in movement. Conditions at first

are exactly as in the pressure ducts of a waterpower plant

when the ouliet is suddenly closed. Von Allievis' theory

which is applioable to this can be applied here too.

However it has bean found necessary in order to avoid a

standstill even in the first approximation, to consider the

velooity of propagation of the pressure wave not as constant

but as dependent upon the macnitude of the jump in pressure.

le use a system of coordinates in which the impact

wave is at rest. For simplicity we further assume the pro-

cess to be linear, as though it were takin' place in a pres-

sure tube. Since we are concerned only wit h the maximum

value of the pressure, this assumption is entirely permissi-

ble.

Now, if the water is at rest, regarded absolutely, and

the wall moves at a speed v, then if U represents the speed

C of propagation of the impact, the velocities relative to this

(26)Allievi-Dubs, Veranderliche bewegung des Nassers in Lei-

tunoen, i erlin, 1909.
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S are, i a value

w-= ' and '2 -

1e contlauitj e-uation ives

and the momentur a ,uation

1By elivinaving v we get

V/P .... (40)

when = and

"--1 -- V 4 .... ..... (l)

The terms in Zqs. (40) and (41), moreover, for small jumps

in pressure are reduced to the sonic velocity ( = 11

since ! ,Qo1 and the quotients of the differences can be re-

placed by the differential quotients.

HIowever, if we attempt to determine U actually, we

must understand the change in conditions occurring on impact.

Strictly speaking, we can proceed with the aid of the energy

law, but the lack of knowledge of specific heat, of the co-

efficient of expansion, etc. in connection with the prevalent
are

high pressures forces us to simplifications which permis-

sible in the case of not too high pressures (p < 10,000 atm.).

Eatimates will show that the warming of a fluid due to impact

- b-
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is not sufficiently great to render inapplicable the isothermal

S pressure-volume curve plotted by Dridman ( 2 7 ) up to very high

pressures (See Fig. 39). Therefore we adopt a method of pro-

cedure in which we compute U and U - v accordin to Eqs. (40)

and (41) for any point in the curve. Conversely, we can also

start with the rod velocity, v, and thus obtain the jumps in

pressure A p (Fig. 40). The pressures are comparatively low.

It is remarkable that structural material with the hardness of

ohrome-nickel steel is nevertheless attacked so violently, es-

pecially in view of the fact that the true pressures in the

experiment could hardly have been higher than shown in Fig. 40,

since the pressure waves are reflected with reversed si;n from

the free surface of the jet of water and thus cause a diminu-

tion of load.

The data probably can be applied to the object of the

present investigation inasmuch as a very similar type of load

arises from the violent, rapidly alternating cavitation im-

pacts. The maximum pressure at v = 125 m/s is about 2100 kg/cmn2

Aocording to Table 15, for example, it is readod for the water

velooity of 40 m/s; m - 1.2; x1 = 0.06. Especially worthy of

mention is the behavior of ordinary pig iron which in Honeggers'

tests as well as under cavitation in actual practice has

C proved to have a very low resistance. Honegger found a strong

(27)See Landolt-B6rnstein, PhIsioal-Chemical Tables, 5th Edi-
tion (1923) Vol. 1, p. 73 et seQ.

__ I _____ _ __~_~
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dependence on the Jet thickness, thinner 4ets having smaller

effect. I surmise that the air oiroulating with the disc sets

the thin Jets in motion even prior to the impact and that the

relative velocity is diminished. However, a more detailed

discussion of this question is outside the range of this paper.

Addendum: After completion of the present paper,

Mueller(28 ) published a brief report on experiments which may

bq"onsidered as a continuation of those described here. Above

all, he was successful by using the so-called "Zeitdehner"

(Translator's note: Literally "time stretcher." Evidently a

rapid action photographic appliance.) of Thuns in producing

far better photographs and in rendering visible objectively

the form of the bubbles, hitherto observed only with the eye,

as well as the condensation impact.

SUMMARY

Cavitation in nozzles was investigated experimentally

with foils of varying profiles and with a sphere. The limits

of cavitation and the extent of the bubble-filled area under

various conditions of cavitation were recorded by means of a

photographic apparatus. Pressure ia the bubble field is con-

stant and very low, but at the edge of the field it jumps to

C high values. The analogy with the gas condensation il'pact is

emphasized and its mechanical causes are discussed in detail

(28) H. Mueller, Naturwissenschaften 1928, p. 423.
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in the theoretical portion of the paper. The collapse of

the bubbles under the condensation impact brings about very

high internal pressures, which according to recent theories

are a contributing oause of corrosion. The final section

treats of the pressures requisite for purely mechanical

corrosion.

C
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Fip.. Pressures in a flow of 1.47 l/s
for various derrees of throttling.

Fig.7. i:ethod of setting up test
nozzle and manometers.

Fig.lO. Pressures in a flow of 1.o9 1/s
for various derrees of throttling.

Fig.8. Pressure rise in flow
without cavitation.C
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divergent tunnel with

strong throttling.
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Fip.12. Photographs of
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Fig.14. Relative pressure rise (measured
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Fig.15. Hypothetical curve of the
pressure jump.
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Fir.27. p,q-curves for
Section A at an angle
of attack of 50 (A 5 ).

Fig.28. p,q-curves for
Section B at an angle
of attack of 20 (B ) .
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Fig.31. Set-un with
test sphere.

Fig.32. Formation of
bubbles to rear of

the sphere.

Fi.33. Cavity to rear
of sphere.

Fig.35. Curve of external and
internal pressures.

Fig.34. Pressure measurements with a sphere
a without cavitation:

Po - Pa " U.91; Pa = 12.95; tw = 20.50
b Cavitation as in Fig.32:

Po - Pa ' 6.95; Pa - 4.0b; t 20.5
c Cavitation as in Fig.33:

Po - Pa 6.93; Po = 3.02; tw = 20.50
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TABLE 1

Pressure distribution on rear wall of the nozzle

(Pressures in meters water column)

P Pa q P, P2 P1 P P5 Pu, P7 P P P1o

0,55
5,39
0,53
0,4',
0,45
0,46
0,46
0,46
0,46
3,42

22,65
22,67
22,80
18.21
18,25
18,24
18,24
18,24i
18.24
18,57

0,38
6,82
0,38
0,27
0,27
0,27
0,27
0,20
0,16
4,68

0,09
11,05
0,18
0,08
0,07
0,08
0,07
0,08
1,55
8,11

0,34
14,89
2,77
0,51
0,30
0,65
1,07
2,22
7,17

11,20

0,48
16,24
6,00
0,95
1,21
1,43
2,37
4,48
8,49

12,24

0,82
17,22
8,35
1,85
2,39
2,74
4,11
6,40
9,51
3,10

1,24
18,07
9,85
3,01
3,62
4,21
5,66
7,61

10,26
13,78

2,00
18,74
10,81

4.07
4,81
5,40
6,70
8,36

10,77
14,35

4,30
19,67
12,27

6,03
6,76
7,18
8,27
9,54

11,78
15,18

5,97
20,31
13,20
6,95
7,81
8,27
9.22

10,48
12,39
15,77

6,91
20,87
13,88

7,71
8.49
8,93
9,85

11,07
13,12
16,24

TABLE 2
Pressure distribution in impact

(Pressures in meters water column)

P, /Pa q Pu1 P12 P13 P14 Pis

18,60 1,50 16,75 9,85 10,38 10,78 11,16 11,47
18,22 0,81 17,05 8,05 8,69 9,23 9,62 10,09
18,22 0,83 17,01 6,52 7,48 8,12 8,65 9.12
18,22 0,91 16,92 3,42 4.91 6,41 7,23 7,86
18,21 0,92 16,91 1.62 2,96 4,33 5,74 6,82 .
18,2' 0,92 16,91 0,92 2,22 3,23 4,70 5,$9
18.33 0,80 17,15 0,44 0.72 1.60 2,51 4,15
18,30 0,80 17,12 0,45 0.02 1,01 1,58 2,80
18,22 0.,9 16,90 0,37 0,50 0.64 0.75 0,96

TABLE 4

Coefficients for foil section A

CIO
S C11 Cn =- C1m

Ca

- 8,90 - 0,026 0,018 - 0,67 0,11
- 6,7 0,17 0,015 0,085 0,15
- 5,6 0,28 0,014 0,049 0,18
- 4,5 0,38 0,014 0,037 0,20
-3,5 0,49 0.013 0,026 0,22
-2,3 0,57 0,012 0,022 0,25
- 1,1 0,67 0,011 0,017 0,27
- 0,1 0,77 0,011 0,014 0,29
+ 1,0 0,88 0,013 0,015 0,32

2,1 0.96 0,017 0,017 0,34
4,5 1,13 0,025 0,022 0,88
6,9 1,27 0,034 0,027 0,43
9,7 1.32 0,071 0,054 0,47

TABLE 6

Coefficients for foil section C

Cm
O Cn CO " Cm

Ca

- 7,70
- 5,6
- 3,3
- 2,2
- 1,1

0
1,1

* 3,8
5,8
8,3
9,3

11,4

- 0,32
- 0,12

0,093
0,19
0,28
0,38
0,47
0,62
0,81
0,94
0,95
0,90

0,082
0,043
0,02
0,014
0,011
0,007
0,008
0,016
0,03
0,066
0,091
0,15

-- 0,26
- 0,36

0,21
0,078
0,038
0,02
0,017
0,026
0,037
0,070
0.097
0,17

0,052
0,062
0,14
0,15
0,17
0,20
0,22
0,23
0,27
0,30
0,32
0,35

TABLE 3
Distribution of pressure rise in impact

Stol reicht P12-P P,.-P,, Pu-P, Pt._-Pl
bis Stelle q q q q

11 0,038 0,069 (1.092 0,120
12 0,056 0,092 0.123 (1,150
13 0,088 0,175 0,224 0,261
14 0,079 0,160 0,248 (),306
15: 0.077 0,136 0,223 0,293
1(; 0,017 0.067 0,121 0,216
17 0,010 0,033 0,0(i6 0,137
18 0.008 0.016 0.022 0.035

TAPLE 5
Coefficients for foil section B

Cm
to Ca Cm - Cm

Ca

- 10,80 - 0,30 0,095 - 0,82 - O,031
- 8,3 - 0,16 0,019 - 0,12 0,054
- 6.1 0,037 0,015 0,41 0,10
- 5.1 0,14 0,014 0,10 0,12
- 4,0 0,23 0,0136 0,059 0,14
- 2,8 0,34 0,013 0,039 0,17
- 1,8 0,44 0,013 0,030 0,19

- 0,5 0,64 0,0125 0,020 0,25
2,6 0,84 0,015 0,018 0,30
4,9 1,02 0,019 0,019 0.34
7,3 1,17 0,028 0,024 0,37
9,9 1,26 0,055 0,044 0,40

TABLE 7
Coefficients for foil section D

Cm
CC C0 C --- Cm

Ca

--- 043 83 -
--7. - 0.43 0.083) - 01I0 - 011,

- 5,1
-3,1
- 2,0
- 0,9
-0,2

1,5
3,7
5,9
7,5
8,5

11,7

,

--- 0,21
0,019
0,12
0,28
0,33
0,40
0,59
0,77
0,88
0,88
0,88

0,045
0,019
0,013
0,009
0,007
0,010
0,018
0,087
0,070
0,093
0,16

,

- 0,22
1,01
0,10
0,04
0,022
0,025
0,081
0,048
0,081
0,106
0,19

0,01
0,088
0,11
0,14
0,16
0,17
0,21
0,24
0,29
0,31
(),33

28,68
28,53
23,8
19,11
19,11
19,11
19,11
19,11
19,11
22,38

C

-- ----



TABLE 8

Coefficients for foil section E

CIo
Qo Ca Cnp E COn

Ca

0 I 4
rr ioi~o- I,1

- 4,9
-- 2,8
-1,7
- 0,7
-+ 0,4

1,6
2,6
3,8
4,9
5,9
7,2
7,8
8,6

10.2

-- U,*o
-- 0,29
- 0,047

0,056
0,17
0,29
0,37
0,47
0.56
0,66
0,76
0,83
0,84
0,84
0,83

0,041
0,017
0,012
0,008
0,006
0,009
0,014
0,020
0,031
0,049
0,065
0,080
0,11
0,13

- u,J

-0,14
-- 0,36

0,21
0,05
0,022
0,024
0,03
0,036
0,047
0,064
0,079
0,096
0,13
0,16

--- U, IZ

- 0,027
0,038
0,068
0,10
0,13
0,15
0,17
0,19
0,21
0,24
0,28
0,30
0,31
0,32

TABLE 9

p,a q values for various cavitation conditions of sections20) A and B

Start Tr. Edge Separation Start Tr. Edpge Separation

q pa q pa q pa q ps q pa q pa

A . (

AI

1,64
2,48
4,06
7,07

10,10

1,21
1,98
3,81
6,09:
8,01

10,18

3,00
4,50
6,64

11,48
15,40

2,68
4,21
7,40

12,12
15,34
19,81

1,48
2,46
4,03
6,90

10,00

2,02
3,40
5,51
9,10

13,01

1,26 2,04
1,99 3,25
3,60 5,41
5,74 7,94
7,61 12,30
9,60 14,21

1,40
2,38
3,91
6,77
9,49

0,97
1,88
3,67
6,81

1,18
1,56
2,40
3,50
4,75

0,88
1,37
2,42
4,31

B 2.

,;lb o,Vh

C
20) A. signifies: Section A, angle of
attack 20; all other section terms
corresponding.

B .I.-

2,42
2,46
4,41
8,07
9,00

10,61
10,72
12,38
14,37
14,52

1,07
2,14
2,34
3,69
3,81
8,47

10,78
14,55

3,43
3,58
6,50

11,85
13,09
14,69
15,93
17,97
19,83
21,70

2,29
4,60
4,72
7,12
7,00

14,84
20,14
26,50

2,38
2,43
5,39
7,76
8,65

10,10
11,62
13,80

-

0,83
2,02
2,23
3,82
4,51
8,20

10,70
13,00

2,33
2,19
5,56
6,45
7,18
9,21
9,752
11,34

0,90
2,05
2,49
5,05
6.30

11,31
15,01
17,18

2,85
3,33
3,37
3,56
5,04
6,65
8,72
9,66

11,28
13,60

0,71

2,19
3,91
6,75
8,65

11,00
12,85

1,39
1,68
1,68
1,77
2,55
3,53
4,08
4,56
5,22
6,44

0,65

1,38
2,39
4,11
5,23
6,52
7,72

C
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TABLE 10

Pa, q values for various cavitation conditions of sections C to E

4

0,63
1,32
2,62
3,59
6,25
7,22
8,77

10,82

1,46
3,16
5,78
7,38

13,18
15,68
18,50
22,45

1,1851 1,61
2,56 3,16
3,415 4,31
3,58 5,265
4,80 6,15
6,99 8,14
8,44 10,87

10,25 12,935

Start Tr. Edge

q pa q pa

2,51 1,77 2,47 1,42
3,76 2,67 3,88 1,87

C2 .. 5,57 4,14 5,77 2,92
8,60 6,34 8,85 4,22
9,39 6,683 9,75 4,39

13,22 .9,29 14,10 6,84

1,61 2,48 1,54 1,46
2,18 i 3,29 2,16 2,09
2.96 4,29 2,88 3,03
3,35 4,77 4,47 4,19

C . . 5,19 7,79 6,94 7,31
6,97 10,44 8,25 8,34
7,46 10,745 13,80 14,01
8,40 12,26 - -

10,45 115,27 -
12,90 20,44

D 7 .

1.08
2,68
4,21
6,20
7,96
8,80

10,70

2,46
5,89
9,34

13,96
18,35
19,48
24,03

0,98
2,61
5,77
5,88
7,58
8,60

10,48

1,17
3,39
7,13
8,25

10,07
11,71
14,23

Start Tr. Edge

q pa q Pa

3,21 2,42 3,16 2,02
5,56 3,92 5,85 3,06
6,25 4,88 6,46 3,46

D2 8,58 6,00 8,80 4,23
10,30 7,70 10,48 5,04
13,40 10,32 12,13 6,38
13,51 10,07 -

1,68 2,71 1,58 1,62
3,42 5,50 3,38 3,85
3,49 5,76 3,40 3,68
6,25 10,32 4,86 4,72
8,34 13,89 4,91 5,32

10,18 16,62 8,38 7,59
- - 9,60 9,40

E- ..

I
0,505
1,94
2,94
8,09
9,90

1,23
4,31
6,93

19,38
22,86

1,865 2,33
2,87 3,32
4.47 4,89
7,94 9,12
8,59 9,62
9,51 :11,29

TABLE 11

values for various cavitation conditions and sections

Section A 2  A 5  B2 B5  C2  C5 C7 D2  Dz D7  E, E E7

Start . . . . . . . 1,62 1,90 1,43 1,79 0,69 1,44 -2,09 0,71 1,61 2,20 0,75 1,69 2,30
Trailini- edre . • 1,29 1,45 0,85 1,87 0,46 1,05 1,25 0,47 0,90 1,36 0,50 0,84 1,13
Separation . . . . 0,46 0,58 0,46 0,58 - - - - - -

TABLE 12

Pressure measurements on sections A and B

Pa pi p., P3 P4 P,
po - pa pa A P2 X P4 . pa P Pa Ppo p o-pPo -P p p 6o ppp

A.
I, = 16,50 C

A,
tm = 16,5 o C

B2

Iii,= 160 C

tm = 16 C

0,31
0,28

0,31

0,915

4,91 0,26 0,30

9,45 0,25 0,28

16,335 0,24 0,30

23,32 2,13 4,71

16,10 4,30 5,18

10,505 0,22 0,20

7,2551 0,19 0,21
3,11 0,71 0,21

5,48
5.23

0,35

0,33
0,26

0,31 0,31 0,21
0,32 1,07 2,66

5,75
0,35 7,58 9,92

4,08 7,04 1095
10,76

0,31 0,28 0,32

0,57 1,44 2,202,05

0,53 8,08 12,6210,16

11,42 16,30 20,0278
20,02

8,21 1013
10,25
6,66

0,46 0,56
0,26 0,28

13,03

7,71

2,13
0,29

9,94
1,4 13,275 16,9310.44

8,80 10,38 13,845
8,17
1,05 2,20 4,96
0,36 0,26 0,24

0,496
1,085

1,576

0,036
0,037

0,0833

1 1,86 0,185

0,635 0,034

1,214 0,032

2,00 0,029

2,87 0,261

2,14 0,57

13,85 0,029

0,985 0,026
0,41 0,094

2,65 0,113

2,21 0,032

1,54 0,046
0,614 0,035

0,037
0,033

0,036

0,114

0,039

0,036

0,037

0,579

0,687

0,026

0,029
0,028

0,74
0,705

0,046

0,046
0,087

0,037
0,038

0,04

0,511

0,04

0,511

0,065

1,38

1,09

0,091

0,063
0,084

1,34
1,41
1,16
1,076
0,145
0,052

0,037
0,127
0,66
0,8.7

0,88

0,036

0,185

0,99
1,24

2,00

1,344
1,36
0,878
0,845
0,076
0,037

1,79

1,368

0,304
0,037

0,025
0,315

1,137

1,37
1,344

0,041
0,283
0,264

1,54

2,55
2,46

1,73

1,015

0,289
0,038

2,286

1,826

0,685
0,085

Start Tr. Edpe

q pa q pa

1,70 0,78 1,54 0,50
1,75 0,96 3,44 1,78
3,34 2,38 4,88 2,89

E2 4,75 3,36 7,13 8,28
7,78 5,55 8,75 4,67
8,56 6,09 9,75 4,50
9,76 7,06 12,50 5,76

12,57 9,42 - -

1,15 2,08 1,16 1,01
2,86 4,79 2,87 2,55
4,95 7,88 4,73 4,70

E 8,21 13,92 8,14 6,97
8,50 15,67 8,44 7,66
8,63 15,34 9,74 8,22

10,04 17,80 12,24 10,08
12,52 21,29 - -

C 7 . I

pa -- pd
q

4,16
9,165

13,75

14,88

0,30
0,31

0,29

1,48

8,39 ,
8,45

8,725

8,00

7,74

7,79

8,19

8,14

7,54

7,59

7,36
7,59

7,41

7,59

7,.25
6,95

19,62

16,78

11,235:
4,26 !

0,84

0,24

0,33
0,24

- --- --
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TABI 13

Pr.sue iras esurn ents on 4q &a" C to E

P Pi t A Pi
. pa po- pa po-p

C

t 16 0 C

IL {
Im = 13,2 ° C

E
t-ro=13,2C

E, I
tw--1 3,2 ° C

8,06 21,37 9,18

8,01 15,38 1,84
7,95 13,175 0,295

8,03 21,54 16,38
8,075 20,44 6,03
7,89 16,72 0,55

7,29 16,39 11,51
7,54 15,40 10,38
7,81 8,075 0,58

6,88 11,78 8,88
6,68 4,31 1,51
6,78 0,30 0,265

6,68 8,61 0,18
7,21 5,505 2,78
7,31 19,71 17,12

6,68 3,77 0,22
6,96 11,68 8,82
7,1 20,87' 16,95

9,86

0,80

16,87
5,98
0,84

1a,70
10,65
,19

8,88
1,82
0,275

0,26
2,86

.17,16

0,24
8,88

17,12

S 1,02
0,80 1,68

1.8,18 2,68
7,00 2,564
1,86, 2,12

12,84 2,24
11,8 2,04
2,88 1,105

9,01 1,71
1,70 0,645
0,28 0,045

0,26 0,54
8,17 0,768

17,44 2,7

0,285 0,565
8,985 1,678

1.7,67 2,87

1,188 1,16
0,167 0,81 0 -
O,087 0,088 ,,

2,017 2,1 2 " 6
0,748 0,7141
0407 0,107

1i,877 ,413 1678-
0,079 10,68 0,32

0,2r 0,198' 08
0,089 0,041 0 -

0,07 0,089 ,
0,79 0,897 0,
2,84 2,85 289-

0,088 0,06 0,9048
1,195 1,1i7 1,29 "
2,89 2,414 ',49

TABLE 14
Ta/T, as function of m, u and x for

i.-P 2019* dyrn/cm.

.,= 0,02 0,05 4,10 0.20

S M20 .m 1,3 1,f6 2,0 2,7
JI = 1,1 40 1,9 3,1 4,7 7,5

80 4,3 , 1 15,5 -

,t 20 1,6 2,2 3,0 4,4
J, = 1,2 40 2,8 5,2 8,4 14,0

80 7 17,

i==20 1,9 2,8 4,0 ;,1
S 1,3 40 3,7 7,3 12,1 -

80 10,9 - -, -

S220 22 3,4 5,0 7,8
,, -1,4 40 4,6 9,4

80 14,2 - - -

TABLE 15

pa/p as function of TiT 1  and m

/ 2 4 6 8 1

S-= 1,1

1,2

1,34i,4

2070 4.27- 10"3'i,3 108,75 -1(, 1O

64,0 44)96 4,5. 104 2,62.10' 10"

20.2 408 2350 8130 2,14. 10

11,5 127 -'24 1440 31170
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